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Abstract. ATL is a language for describing model transformations currently
in uni-direction. In our previous work we have shown that transformations of
graph structures given in some form can be bidirectionalized and have implemented a system called GRoundTram system for bidirectional graph transformations. We say a transformation t is bidirectionalized when we obtain a backward
transformation t′ so that the pair (t, t′ ) of transformations satisﬁes certain wellbehavedness properties. Bidirectional model transformation is used to reﬂect the
changes in the target model back to the source model, and vice versa. In this
paper, as a ﬁrst step toward realizing practical bidirectional model transformations, we present bidirectionalization of core part of the ATL by encoding it in
the UnQL language, which is used as a transformation language in the GRoundTram system. We give the algorithm for the encoding, based on which we have
implemented the system for bidirectionalizing the core ATL in OCaml language.

1

Introduction

ATL [JK06,JABK08,ATLa] is a widely used language for describing model transformation, and its environment is provided as an easy-to-use plug-in of the Eclipse framework. An ATL program consists of rules which specify how to transform components
of a source model into components of a target model. A rule can describe computations
like integer arithmetic or string manipulations and check various conditions in OCL expressions, and can change the structure between components when producing the target
model. This rule-based mechanism enables us to declaratively describe a wide variety
of model transformations.
Despite its practical and wide uses, ATL lacks the important bidirectional feature
in that it can only describe unidirectional mapping from the source model to the target
model. Bidirectionality, as being seen in many other model transformation languages
such as QVT and TGG [Ste07], plays an important role in model synchronization, consistency maintenance, and reverse engineering [CFH+ 09]. One attempt to bidirectionalize ATL was made in the level of byte code of the virtual machine of ATL system
[XLH+ 07], but it imposes many restrictions on the ATL byte code, and this restrictions
on the lower byte code is somehow difﬁcult to be understood and controlled by the users
who write ATL programs.
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As an alternative, by contrast to the low level attempt, we shall take an incremental
approach to bidirectionalizing ATL in a high level. Our idea is to show that a small core
of ATL can be bidirectionalized, while making use of the fact that this core part can
coexist well with other parts that cannot be bidirectionalized. This coexistence is possible because of modular execution of ATL programs; each rule speciﬁes direct mapping
from some elements in the input model to those in the output model. This core part could
be extended and generalized in the future to deal with more of bidirectional computation in an ATL program. Now the problem is how to bidirectionalize ATL transformation rule, the basic unit of model transformation. Can we use the existing bidirectional
languages to interpret ATL?
Bidirectional transformations, originated from the view update problem in the
databases [BS81], have received much attention from the programming language community, and several well-behaved bidirectional transformation languages have been
proposed [BPV06,MHN+ 07,HMT08,Voi09,BCF+ 10,VHMW10], where the roundtrip properties like put-get or get-put, which characterizes the bidirectional transformations, are guaranteed to be satisﬁed. However, most of these well-behaved bidirectional
transformation languages manipulate trees or strings, which are not suitable for bidirectionalizing ATL, because models are essentially graphs. Recently, in our previous work
[HHI+ 10a] it is shown that the UnQL language [BFS00], a well-known graph query
language, can be used as a well-behaved bidirectional graph transformation language.
In addition, a bidirectional graph transformation system called GRoundTram (Graph
Roundtrip Transformation) [BiG] has been developed, where we can write bidirectional
graph transformations in the UnQL language.
In this paper, as a ﬁrst step toward realizing practical and well-behaved bidirectional model transformations, we present bidirectionalization of core part of the ATL
by encoding it in the UnQL language. We give the algorithm for the encoding, based on
which we have implemented the system for bidirectionalizing the core ATL in OCaml
language. With representing the source model in a graph data structure, we can bidirectionally apply the encoded transformation in GRoundTram system. Throughout the
paper we use a simple example to illustrate our algorithm.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 shows the overview of ATL,
GRoundTram system, and UnQL language. Section 3 shows the encoding and decoding
process between models and UnQL graph structures. Section 4 presents the algorithm
for encoding ATL rules. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

Here we show the overview of the ATL, UnQL, and the GRoundTram system.
2.1 ATL
In this paper we use the following subset of the ATL language to show the essential
part of the bidirectionalization. The subset does not cover imperative features of the
ATL. We also exclude the most of the OCL expressions to avoid cluttering the essential
part of the bidirectionalization. Although the subset may not have the same description
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power as the full set, it is enough for the purpose of showing the idea of our approach
to bidirectionalization of model transformations.
AT L = module id; create id : id; from id : id; rule+
rule = rule id from inPat to outPat +
inPat = id : oclType
outPat = id : oclType binding ∗
binding = id ← oclExp
oclExp = id
| id.id
| string
| oclExp + oclExp
ATL consists of rules, each of which speciﬁes a transformation that is applied to
some components in the source model. A rule is described by the rule construct in
the above syntax and the inPat construct id: oclType in each rule speciﬁes to which
component the rule is applied. For the details of ATL, refer to the documents in the ATL
web page [ATLa].
Here we illustrate the intuitive meaning of the ATL language by using an example in
Fig. 1. It consists of two rules, Class2Table and Attribute2Column. The example is
made by simplifying the class2RDBMS example provided as a non-trivial benchmark
application for testing the power of model transformation languages in the announcement of the workshop MTiP 2005 [BRST05].
In ATL we need to specify the metamodels for source models and target models.
Let the metamodel of source models be the one in Fig. 2 and the metamodel of target
models be the one in Fig. 3. In the ATL environment the metamodels are described
by the ECore diagram or KM3 (kernel meta meta model) [ATLb]. The metamodels in
Fig. 2 and 3 are given in KM3.
Let us use the model in Fig. 4 as an example of the source model. This model speciﬁes that a Person class has two attributes (ﬁelds), name and address. This is transformed
into the target model in Fig. 5. In the next section we give the core idea of bidirectionalizing ATL by using the example given above.
2.2

UnQL

Let us brieﬂy review the graph querying language, UnQL [BFS00]. The language resembles the SQL for relational databases in its select-where syntax, but is designed
for manipulating graphs. In particular, it has a construct called structural recursion to
traverse over the given input graphs. We omit the formal deﬁnition of the language,
which can be found in [BFS00]. We here informally present the basic concepts of UnQL
starting with its graph data model.
Graph Data Model Graphs in UnQL are rooted and directed cyclic graphs with no
order between outgoing edges. They are edge-labeled in the sense that all information
is stored as labels on edges and the labels on nodes serve as a unique identiﬁer and
have no particular meaning. The edge-labels can be either integers (e.g., 123, or 42),
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rule Class2Table {
from
s : ClassDiagram!Class
to
t : Relational!Table (
name <- s.name,
col <- s.attr
)
}
rule Attribute2Column {
from
s : ClassDiagram!Attribute
to
t : Relational!Column (
name <- s.name
)
}

Fig. 1. A model transformation in ATL

strings (like "hello") for representing data-values, or bare-symbols (name, or attr)
for representing structures of graphs.
Two graphs in UnQL are considered to be equal if they are bisimilar. Intuitive understanding of bisimulation is that unfolding of cycles and duplication of equivalent
subgraphs are not distinguished, and unreachable part from the root is ignored. Here is
an examples of graphs that are bisimilar:
a
◦ •/ ]
b

b b b
a/ b/
a {=• /• /• /•]
◦
•
•
]
{
≡
≡ ◦ a /• b /•]
.
b
b

b

Every construct in UnQL respects bisimulation, i.e., if two bisimilar graphs are fed as
inputs to a query, the results are always bisimilar again. This notion of equivalence plays
an important role for query optimization [BFS00] or bidirectionalization [HHI+ 10b].
When the user does want to distinguish two bisimilar graphs as a different object, the
user can add special tag edges labeled with unique identiﬁers to them, which breaks the
bisimilarity and are dealt with separately.
Query Syntax The syntax of UnQL query is summarized in Figure 6. The select T
where B, . . . , B form is the entry point of the query. It selects the subgraphs satisfying
the where B part and bind them to variables, and construct a result according to the
template expression T . In T , the expression {L1 : T1 , . . . , Ln : Tn } creates a new
node having n outgoing edges labeled Li and pointing to another node Ti . The union
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package Class {
abstract class NamedElt {
attribute name : String;
}
class Class extends NamedElt {
reference attr[*] : Attribute oppositeOf owner;
}
class Attribute extends NamedElt {
reference type : Class;
reference owner : Class oppositeOf attr;
}
}
package PrimitiveTypes {
datatype Boolean;
datatype Integer;
datatype String;
}

Fig. 2. The meta model in KM3 for the source models

G1 ∪ G2 constructs a graph with a root sharing the roots of G1 and G2 . For example,
{L1 : g1 } ∪ {L2 : g2 } equals to {L1 : g1 , L2 : g2 }. In the template, by using the
keyword sfun, the programmer can also deﬁne a powerful structural recursion, which
will be explained later. In the binding condition B part, comparison of label values and
regular-expression based traversal on paths on graphs can be used.

Structural Recursion A function f on graphs is called a structural recursion if it is
deﬁned by the following equations
f ({})
= {}
f ({$l : $g}) = e
f ($g1 ∪ $g2 ) = f ($g1 ) ∪ f ($g2 ),
where the expression e may contain references to variables $l and $g, and recursive
calls of the form f ($g), but no application of f to other graphs than $g. Since the ﬁrst
and the third equations are common in all structural recursions, we omit them in UnQL.
For the second line, since it is customary to dispatch the graph operation by labels,
pattern-matching can be used instead of using long if-then-else sequence. For instance,
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package Relational {
abstract class Named {
attribute name : String;
}
class Table extends Named {
reference col[*] : Column oppositeOf owner;
}
class Column extends Named {
reference owner : Table oppositeOf col;
}
}
package PrimitiveTypes {
datatype Boolean;
datatype Integer;
datatype String;
}

Fig. 3. The meta model in KM3 for the target models

Class

attr

name=”Person”

Attribute
name=”name”

owner
owner

type

attr

Attribute

type

name=”address”

Class
name=”String”

Fig. 4. A source model

we can write
sfun f ({class : $g})
= e1
| f ({interface : $g}) = e2
| f ({int : $g})
= e3
..
.
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Table

col

name=”Person”

Column
name=”name”

owner
owner

col

Column
name=”address”

Fig. 5. The target model obtained by applying the rules to the source model
Q
T

(query)
(template)

::=
::=
|
|

B ::=
BC ::=
|
(label)
L ::=
(label pattern)
Lp ::=
(graph pattern)
Gp ::=
(regular path pattern) Rp ::=

(binding)
(condition)

select T where B, . . . , B
Q | {L : T, . . . , L : T } | T ∪ T | $G | f ($G)
if BC then T else T
let sfun f {Lp : Gp} = T
| f {Lp : Gp} = T
...
sfun f ′ {Lp : Gp} = T
| f ′ {Lp : Gp} = T
...
...
in T
Gp in $G | BC
not BC | BC and BC | BC or BC
isEmpty($G) | L = L | L ̸= L | L < L | L ≤ L
$l | a
$l | Rp
$G | {Lp : Gp, . . . , Lp : Gp}
a |
| Rp.Rp | (Rp|Rp) | Rp? | Rp∗
Fig. 6. Syntax of UnQL

instead of writing
sfun f ({$l : $g}) = if $l = class then e1
else if $l = interface then e2
else if $l = int then e3
else . . .
The following example shows a simple usage of structural recursion.
sfun a2d xc({a : $g}) = {d : a2d xc($g)}
| a2d xc({c : $g}) = a2d xc($g)
| a2d xc({$l : $g}) = {$l : a2d xc($g)}
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It replaces all edges in the graph labeled a by d, contracts the edges labeled c, and keeps
the other edges unchanged.
Despite its simplicity, structural recursion (and hence UnQL) is powerful enough to
describe interesting nontrivial model transformations [HHKN09].
In this paper, for simplicity, we often write
sfun f ({a : {b : $v}}) = . . .
to denote
sfun f ′ ({a : $g}) = let sfun h ({b : $v}) = . . . in h($g).
Bidirectional Semantics Usually, a query is run in one direction. That is, given an input
environment (a mapping from variables to graphs) ρ, a query Q is evaluated and generρ
ρ
ated the result graph which we denote F[[Q]] . Now, let G = F[[Q]] and consider the
′
user has edited the result graph into G . For example, he can add a new subgraph, or
modify some label, or delete several edges, and so on. In our previous work [HHI+ 10b],
we have given a backward semantics that properly reﬂects back the editing to the original inputs. More formally speaking, given the modiﬁed result graph G′ and the original
ρ
input environments ρ, the modiﬁed environment ρ′ = B[[Q]]G′ can be computed.
By ”properly reﬂecting back”, we mean the following two properties to hold.
ρ

ρ

F[[Q]] = G implies B[[Q]]G = ρ
ρ
ρ
B[[Q]]G′ = ρ′ implies B[[Q]]F [[Q]]ρ′ = ρ′

(G ET P UT )
(WP UT G ET )

The (G ET P UT ) property says that if no change is made on the output G, then there
should occur no change on the input environment. The (WP UT G ET ) property is an
unrestricted version of (P UT G ET ) property appeared in [FGM+ 05], which requires
ρ
ρ′
G′ ∈ Range(F[[Q]]) and B[[Q]]G′ = ρ′ to imply F[[Q]] = G′ . The (P UT G ET ) property
states that if a result graph is modiﬁed to G′ which is in the range of the forward evaluation, then this modiﬁcation can be reﬂected to the source such that a forward evaluation
will produce the same result G′ . In contrast to it, the (WP UT G ET ) property allows the
modiﬁed result and the result obtained by backward evaluation followed by forward
evaluation to differ, but require both to have the same effect on the original source if
backward evaluation is applied.
2.3

GRoundTram system

In our previous work we have developed a system called GRoundTram system, which
enables us to describe bidirectional transformations on graph data structures in the
UnQL language. Note that we describe both the transformations and the graph data
structures in UnQL language. We show the overview of the system in Fig. 7. Our system implements the bidirectional evaluator between source graphs and target graphs.
Figure 8 shows a screenshot of our system. The user loads a source graph (displayed
in the left pane) and a transformation written in UnQL. User can optionally specify
the source metamodel and target metamodel in KM3. Once they are loaded, forward
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source graph

bidirectional evaluator
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target graph

Fig. 7. GRoundTram system

Fig. 8. Screenshot of GRoundTram System

transformation can be conducted by pushing “forward” button (right arrow icon). The
target graph appears on the right pane. User can graphically edit the target graph and
apply backward transformation by pushing “backward” button (left arrow icon). Source
graph can be edited as well, of course. Metamodel conformance of the source and the
target can be checked any time by pushing check icon on both panes. The transformation
itself can also be statically checked: given source/target metamodel and transformation,
the system checks whether the target graph always conforms to given target metamodel.
If not, a counterexample graph is displayed.
Figure 8 also demonstrates the traceability between source and target (red part). If
the user selects subgraphs on either pane, then corresponding subgraphs on other pane
are also highlighted. This helps the user to predict modiﬁcation on which part in the
target will affect which part on the source, and vice versa.

3

Encoding and decoding between models and graph structures

In order to use the GRoundTram system we need to encode the models in UnQL language and decode the results back to models. Instead of giving algorithms for them,
here we illustrate the encoding process using the model in Fig. 4.
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Corresponding to the encoding of the rules in Section 4, we encode the models by
using the constant pattern ClassName. For example, the component of the Class with
name ﬁeld ”Person” is encoded into the following UnQL graph structure.
g1 = {ClassName : {Class : {name : {′′ Person′′ : {}},
attr : g2 ,
attr : g3 }}}}
The graphs g2 and g3 are obtained encoding of the components with Attribute class as
follows.
g2 = {ClassName : {Attribute : {name : {′′ name′′ : {}},
owner : g1 ,
type : g4 }}}
g3 = {ClassName : {Attribute : {name : {′′ address′′ : {}},
owner : g1 ,
type : g4 }}}
The graph g4 , encoded as follows, is for the remaining component.
g4 = {ClassName : {Class : {name : {′′ String′′ : {}}}}
The above representation is informal one for giving intuitive understanding. Formally,
when encoding models with cycles as in Fig. 4, we use the cycle construct and markers
in UnCAL language [BFS00], which we omit for simplifying the presentation.
One thing we should note is we have to be able to get the original model representations from the graph structures. The overall ﬁgure of our approach is summarized in
Fig. 9. The decoding process, which we omit, is performed naturally in the reverse way
of the encoding process.

source model

target model

source model in UnQL

target model in UnQL

Fig. 9. Overview of our system

4

Encoding ATL rules in UnQL

In this section we present the algorithm to encode a given ATL program into an UnQL
expression. An ATL program consists of rules, as we have shown in Section 2.1. Our
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strategy for encoding is to transform each ATL rule into a function in the sfun construct
in UnQL, by using the identiﬁers in the ATL rules when making an UnQL function.
We design the algorithm along the structure of the ATL language in the following.
The top level transformation function is atl2unql.
atl2unql (rule r from inPat to outPatSeq) =
sfun r (inPat2arg inPat) = outPatSeq2unql outPatSeq
This function takes a rule in ATL and produces a function in UnQL language. This
function is applied to rules in the ATL program, producing one function for each rule.
We use the name of the rule as the name of the function. The inPat is the pattern
specifying to which components the rule is applied. We transform this part by applying
inPat2arg, which produces a pattern that appears as the argument of the UnQL function. As we will mention in Section 3, each component in the model is encoded in UnQL
graph structure so that the function can ﬁnd the encoded components by pattern matching. For this purpose we encode each component using the constant pattern ClassName.
So we deﬁne inPat2arg to produce the pattern including the constant ClassName. The
pattern s : A in ATL is just encoded to the reversed pattern {A : $s} since we encode
the model in the reverse order. The symbol $ is just used for clarifying the variable
pattern in the UnQL language.
inPat2arg (s : A) = {ClassName : {A : $s}}
The transformation function outPatSeq2unql is applied to outPatSeq in the rule.
The output pattern outP at in ATL speciﬁes each of the produced components. A rule
may produce one or more components in the target model from a component in the
source model, although the example in Fig. 1 produces just one component. The variables t1 , t2 , . . ., each of which is bound to some component in the target model, may be
used in the output patterns outP atSeq. We encode the rule into a mutually recursive
functions in UnQL, where we use the name of the variables t1 , t2 , . . . in the encoded
UnQL expression. Since in UnQL the value of the result of application of the function
should be a graph, we just select one variable t1 from the variables t1 , t2 , . . ..
outPatSeq2unql (t1 : ty1 (binds1 ), t2 : ty2 (binds2 ), . . .) =
letrec t1 = outPat2unql (ty1 (binds1 ))
t2 = outPat2unql (ty2 (binds2 ))
...
in t1
The function outPat2unql is applied to each output patterns. An output pattern
consists of an identiﬁer and a tuple of bindings. The identiﬁer determines the class of
the output pattern, so we attach the constant pattern ClassName.
outPat2unql (B (bind1, bind2, . . .)) =
{ClassName : {B : (bind2unql bind1 ) ∪ (bind2unql bind2 ) ∪ . . .}}
bind2unql (m ← oclExp) =
select {m : $g}
where oclExp2unqlBinds $g oclExp
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The right-hand side of each binding is a subset of OCL expressions. The bindings
are transformed and put in the where clause of the select-where construct in UnQL. We
produce the bindings by applying the function oclExp2unqlBinds, deﬁned as follows.
oclExp2unqlBinds p v = p in $v
oclExp2unqlBinds p (vs . v) = oclExp2unqlBinds $g vs ($g : fresh)
{v : p} in $g
oclExp2unqlBinds p string = p in {string : {}}
oclExp2unqlBinds p (e1 + e2) = oclExp2unqlBinds {$l1 : {}} e1
oclExp2unqlBinds {$l2 : {}} e2
p in {$l1 ++ $l2 : {}}
One thing to note here is the sequence of ids separated by dot is encoded by sequence of bindings, where fresh variables are introduced for each binding. Another
thing to note is that string concatenation is encoded in the string concatenation in UnQL,
which is represented by ++ here.
By applying the algorithm above to the ATL example in Fig. 1, we obtain the UnQL
functions in Fig. 10. Note that dummy is used as a dummy label for making mutually
recursive functions. Note also that the actual UnQL does not allow patterns of general
form in the argument part but here we used them for simplifying the presentation as
we mentioned in Section 2.2. After obtained these functions, we apply these functions
recursively to the encoded source model. We deﬁne the following functions to do this
application.

sfun mapClass2Table ({ClassName : $g}) = f1 $g
| mapClass2Table {$l : $g} = {$l : mapClass2Table $g}
sfun f1 ({Class : $g}) =
Class2Table ({ClassName : {Class : mapClass2Table $g}})
| f1 {$l : $g} = {$l : mapClass2Table $g}
sfun mapAttribute2Column (ClassName : $g}) = f2 $g
| mapAttribute2Column {$l : $g} = {$l : mapAttribute2Column $g}
sfun f2 ({Attribute : $g}) =
Attribute2Column ({ClassName : {Attribute : mapAttribute2Column $g}})
| f2 {$l : $g} = {$l : mapAttribute2Column $g}
Then we apply these functions to the encoded source model as follows.
mapAttribute2Column (mapClass2Table $db)
Here $db represents the encoded source model. We omit the algorithm for generating
these functions since it is fairly straightforward.
We have implemented the algorithm in a functional language called OCaml. The
complexity of the algorithm is linear in the size of the input model and the rule descriptions. For the examples given in this paper, the program in OCaml works well.
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sfun Class2Table ({ClassName:{Class:$s}}) =
letrec
sfun t ({_:{}}) =
{ClassName:
{Table:
select {name:$a}
where $b in $s,
{name:$a} in $b
U
select {col:$c}
where $d in $s,
{attr:$c} in $d
}
}
in t({dummy:{}})
sfun Attribute2Column ({ClassName:{Attribute:$s}}) =
letrec
sfun t ({_:{}}) =
{ClassName:
{Column:
select {name:$a}
where $b in $s,
{name:$a} in $b
}
}
in t({dummy:{}})

Fig. 10. UnQL functions obtained by encoding the example ATL

5

Conclusions

In this paper we presented an approach to bidirectionalizing a subset of ATL. Although
small, the core part of the ATL is shown to be bidirectionalized. The prototype implementation in OCaml is available at http://www.biglab.org/src/icmt11/index.
html. The program works by putting it in the src directory in the source code of the
GRoundTram system. This work is a ﬁrst step toward realizing a practical bidirectional
model transformations. We believe this approach is promising and in the future we will
further develop it on the settings with less restrictions on the ATL transformations.
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